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News From Around The World

Overview
Welcome to D+ March 2021 Newsletter. It is the eightyseventh edition of the D+ Newsletter compiled with some of
the news published in March 2021 on D+.
March 2021 was a good month for D+ as we are slowly
getting back to normal life as COVID infection is well under
control in Australia. Our office spaces are filling up with
laughter and joys. It is giving us more freedom to collaborate
with our volunteers in order to publish positive news from
around the world.
As mentioned in our last newsletter that like many news sites
in Australia, Facebook banned Daily Positive (D+) on their
platform due to their commercial interest. However, the ban
was withdrawn and our Facebook page is back online. The
unlawful ban did not affect us a bit. We will continue to use
the Facebook platform but as mentioned before it will not be
part of any of our major campaigns moving forward.
D+ is a non-profit media initiative that heavily relies on the
generous support from everyone. Please consider a donation
today.

Top News Of The Month
Top News Of The Month is selected based on the feedback
from D+ Facebook fans from around the world.
Finland was named as the happiest country in the world for
a fourth year running, according to an annual U.N.
Sustainable Development Solutions Network report.
Let your voice be heard and join us on Facebook.
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Researchers in Argentina have unearthed the fossils of a dinosaur species named Ninjatitan
zapatai that lived 140 million years ago during the Cretaceous Period in Argentina's Patagonia
region.
Australian former finance minister Mathias Cormann was elected as the new head of the
influential Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).
A team of international and Belgian researchers has discovered that Neanderthal remains
discovered from a cave in Belgium are thousands of years older than previously reported.
China successfully launched the second Gaofen-12 Earth observation satellite, marking latest in
a line of high-resolution satellites to boost the country’s Earth observation capabilities.
Finland was named as the happiest country in the world for a fourth year running, according to
an annual U.N. Sustainable Development Solutions Network report.
Anne Lacaton and Jean-Philippe Vassal of France won the 2021 Pritzker Architecture Prize,
architecture's most prestigious award, for their affordable, eco-friendly spaces that prioritise the
well-being of the many.
German lawyer and former Olympic fencer Thomas Bach was re-elected as president of the
International Olympic Committee for a four-year term.
Former Jamaican cricketer Michael Holding won the Sports Journalists' Association (SJA) Award
for Best Pundit at the British SJA Awards.
Japanese and French scientists have identified a meteorite, known as Erg Chech 002, formed in
the first million years of our solar system, making it the oldest known meteor of volcanic origin.
France reopened its embassy in the Libyan capital Tripoli after a seven-year closure, in another
sign of a gradual return of stability in Libya following its 2011 revolution.
Astronomers at the Radboud University in the Netherlands have for the first time was able to
measure polarisation, a signature of magnetic fields, close to the edge of M87 galaxy’s black
hole.
Emirates Team New Zealand entered into the history books and won the America’s Cup yacht
race for New Zealand for the fourth time.
Russian scientists deployed one of the world's biggest underwater telescopes, Baikal-GVD, into
the world’s deepest lake, Lake Baikal in southern Siberia, with the goal of detecting the smallest
known particles neutrinos.
An international team of researchers from Scotland, China and the USA have harvested energy
from radio waves to power wearable devices.
Serbian tennis star Novak Djokovic set a new landmark of 311 weeks as world number one,
eclipsing Roger Federer’s all-time record for most weeks as the men’s world number one.
Tanzanian veteran politician Samia Suluhu Hassan made history when she was sworn in as
Tanzania’s first female president.
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